FUNDING FOR POSTDOCS

Volkswagen Stiftung
- Freigeist-Fellowship
  Extraordinary, risky projects
  1 Million for 5 years
  Junior research group leader position
  Postdocs maximum 4 years after PhD
  All disciplines
- Experiment
  Radical and risky research ideas
  120,000 Euro for 18 months
  exploratory phase, viability check
  Completed PhD
  Life, Natural and Engineering sciences
- Weltwissen Kleine Fächer
  Up to 100,000€
  Innovative concepts for science
  communication & outreach activities
  “Small” disciplines
- Lichtenberg-Stiftungsprofessuren
  Postdocs with innovative &
  interdisciplinary focus
  2 Million € (Professorship)
  All disciplines

Thyssen-Stiftung
- Projektförderung
  Research projects
  Up to 2000 € /month
  3 years Project
  1-2 years after PhD
  Humanities, Social Sciences
  & Biomedicine

Gerda Henkel Foundation
- Allgemeine Forschungsprojekte
  Research projects
  Basic sum 2300 €
  Maximum of 2 years support
  Completed PhD
  History, History of Art, Humanities

Böckler Stiftung
- Maria-Weber-Grant
  Part time Stand-in position for
  teaching liabilities of applicants
  12 months project
  20,000€ / semester
  Postdocs
  All disciplines

Fonds der Chemischen Industrie
- Liebig Fellowship
  Research projects
  3400 € /month + extras
  3 years Project
  Maximum 3 years after PhD
  Change of place & Research group
  Chemistry

Fonte Stiftung
- Specific topics per call
  General literature, German, English and
  Romance philologies, Cultural and Media
  studies.

Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
- Habilitations-Stipendium
  Habilitation
  2200 € /month
  3-5 years
  Maximum 5 years after PhD
  History and Political science

Daimler and Benz Stiftung
- Early careers support
  40,000€
  2 years project
  Postdocs and assistant professors
  All disciplines